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ABSTRACT
Let R be an almost-Dedekind domain -  that  is ,  suppose tha t  R 
is an in tegra l  domain with 1 ^ 0 such tha t  Rp is a rank-one d iscre te  
va lua t ion  r ing for  every maximal ideal P o f  R. Let K be the quotient  
f i e l d  o f  R and l e t  R' be the in tegra l  closure o f  R in a f i n i t e  
separable a lgebra ic  extension K ' /K .  The main top ic  of th is  d is s e r ­
t a t i o n  is the existence o f  a f i n i t e  basis fo r  R1 over R. I f  d is the 
ideal o f  R' generated by the d i f f e r e n t s  of  a l l  elements of R' and 
i f  S is the f ra c t io n a ry  ideal o f  R1 generated by {£  eK1|T(a£)  € R for  
a l l  ae R1) ,  then there e x is ts  such a f i n i t e  basis i f  dS = R1. (For 
th is  re s u l t  we assume only tha t  R is an i n t e g r a l l y  closed domain with  
1 £ 0 ) .  We show that  R‘ is a f i n i t e  R-module i f  R consists o f  
a lg eb ra ic  integers o r ,  in c e r ta in  cases, i f  R is the almost-Dedekind  
domain constructed by Heinzer and Ohm. We a lso study condit ions for  
the existence of a f i n i t e ,  l i n e a r l y  independent basis for  R' over R,
The ideal [ R ' lS j^ ,  is c a l le d  the d i f f e r e n t  o f  R1 over R, I f  R 
is noetherian,  various equ iva lent  d e f i n i t io n s  for  the d i f f e r e n t  are  
known, including one proposed by Wei l .  The construction o f  Weil 
can be c a r r ie d  through i f  R is almost-Dedekind, and we do so. I f  R'
is a f i n i t e  R-module, the ideal so constructed is [ R ' l S ] . . , .I\
Let R be an almost-Dedekind domain which contains a zero £ 1
o f  xp -  1 where p is a prime natural  number. Suppose |j (  R has no 
p- th  root in K, and l e t  R1 denote the in tegra l  c losure o f  R in K(fi1 /p) .  
I f  P is a maximal ideal o f  R, we c l a s s i f y  the fa c t o r i z a t io n s  o f  PR1, 
according to  whether p^m or p|m and the congruences xp=/u(mod P-*) can 
be solved in R for  c e r ta in  natural  numbers j .
CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION
The main objects o f  study in th is  d is s e r ta t io n  are rank-one 
discre te  va luat ion  rings and almost-Dedekind domains. An integral  
domain R w i th  1 ^ 0 is c a l le d  almost- Dedekind i f  Rp is a rank-one 
discre te  va luat ion  r ing for every maximal ideal P of R. There are 
examples of  such rings in [N] and [HOJ, and there is a chapter in 
[G] on almost-Dedekind domains. We w i l l  review some of  t h e i r  basic  
propert  i e s .
Suppose tha t  J is an integral  domain with 1 ^ 0 which is a
subring o f  a f i e l d  F and th a t  A is a J-submodule of F. I f  E is a
m u l t i p l i c a t i v e  system in J ,  then we def ine the quotient  module A  ^ as
the set [am ^jacA.mcE}. I f  P is a prime ideal o f  J ,  we abbrevia te
aj V  t0  V
Lemma i : A = f| p where P runs through the maximal ideals  of J.
Proof; Ev ident ly  A cr n p Ap. Suppose that  a e D p Ap. For every P,
there e x is t  3p f  A and nip e J\P such that a = Spin p \  Then
( A : a J ) j  l i e s  in no maximal ideal o f  J ,  so ( A : a j ) j  = J and a c A. Q., E, D.
Of course a l l  almost-Dedekind domains are one-dimensional and 
P ru fe r ,  and they have many propert ies  of  Dedekind domains. In p a r t i c u l a r  
i f  R is an almost-Dedekind domain and t f  A is an in tegra l  ideal of R
which l i e s  in only f i n i t e l y  many maximal ideals  P p . . , P  o f  R, then
al a "
A = Pj . . . . P  for some p o s i t iv e  integers a . .  This is easy to prove.
For each maximal ideal P of R, the ideal ARp DR is P-pr imary .  Since
Rp is a rank-one d iscre te  va lua t ion  r ing ,  the only P-pr imary ideals o f
R are the powers o f  P [ZS, 153 & 225],  L e t t in g  P run over a l l  maximal
2ideals of  R, we have A = Hp (ARp n R) = 0 p Pa ^ .  l f P | t . . . , P
afP )are  the only maximal ideals  o f  R conta in ing A, then A = f | . n, P. i .i = l i ’
a(  P 1and since these primary ideals  are p a i r -w is e  comaximal, A=D.|]j P. i 
[ZS, 177].
Let R be an almost-Dedekind domain with quotient  f i e l d  K. We 
w i l l  study questions which a r is e  in a f i n i t e  separable a lgebra ic  
extension K1 o f  K, where the integral  c losure R1 o f  R is always an 
almost-Dedekind domain [G , 2 9 .1 ] .  I f  P is a maximal ideal o f  R, then 
the in tegra l  closure of Rp in K1 is R’ p [G, 8 . 2 ]  and one can show 
tha t  R ' p is an almost-Dedekind domain by using the t r a n s i t i v i t y  of  
quotient  r ing  formation [Z S , 226].  However, R 'p has only f i n i t e l y  
many maximal ideals  since only f i n i t e l y  many maximal ideals of  R1
can 1 ie over P in R [G, 1 0 .5 ] .  Therefore R 'p is a P1D [ZS, 278] .
Let P be a maximal ideal of the almost-Dedekind domain R and l e t  
M , , . . . ,M be the maximal ideals  of R1 which l i e  over P in R. Then
1 96 £1
PR1 = Mj 1 , . .  9 for some posi t ive integers e . , We wi 11 show that
L j ^ j e . f .  = ( K1: K) where f .  = (R ' /M . :  R/P) . This e q u a l i t y  is well
known i f  the ground r ing is a Dedekind domain [ZSf 287] .  So we go
to Rp ; we have (PRp) R ' p = I I .9 ,  (M.R 'p) 0 ' and f .  = ( R 1p/ ( M .R 1p) :
Rp/PRp) ( the  M.R'p being maximal ideals  of  R 'p) ,  so e . f .  = ( K ' :K ) .
I f  the extension K ' /K  is normal,  then i t  is also known that
e. = . . .  =* e (= e) and f  = . . .  = f  ( = f )  , and hence efg = ( K1: K) I n  I n '
[ZS, 289].  These facts  are known as the " efg^theorem.11
A notion of some in te re s t  to us is the group o f  d iv is  i b i 1 t tv  of  
an in tegra l  domain. Let J be an in tegra l  domain w ith  1 ^ 0 and 
quotient  f i e l d  F. I f  we l e t  F" = F \ { 0 }  and denote by U(J) the
the m u lt ip l ic a t iv e  group of units in J , then the fa c to r  group F*'/U (j)  
is ca lled  the group of d i v i s i b i l i t y  o f J. I t  is customary to w rite  
the operation in G as addition w ith  id en tity  element 0. We can
i'c —
introduce a p a r t ia l  order into G in th is  way: i f  xeF then x ^ 0 i f
and only i f  xeJ. An in teres ting  s itu a tio n  occurs i f  we assume that G
is a la t t ic e  -  i . e . ,  that every two elements of G have an infinum in G. 
One can then estab lish  a one-to-one inclusion-preserving correspondence 
between proper ideals of J and segments of G, defined thus: a set S i* G
o f non-negative elements in G is ca lled  a segment provided
( I )  i f  aeS and beG, b & a, then beS
( i i )  I f  a, beS, then in f (a ,b )e $  (see [G, App. *♦]).
I f  J is an in tegral domain with quotient f ie ld  F and i f  J ' is the 
in tegral closure o f  J in a f i n i t e  separable a lgebra ic  extension F ' / F ,  
then F1 ■ F(0) for some fleJ1. We know that F' = F (tf) for some r jfF 1 
[vdW 126], For some f ( x ) c j [ x 3 ,  we have f( lj)  =» 0; le t  c be the 
leading c o e ff ic ie n t  o f f  ( x ) . I f  6  =» cij, then fleJ' and F 1 = F(0) since 
1)CF(0) •
Let F be a f i e ld  and F1 a f i n i t e  separable a lgebra ic  extension of 
F. I f  F" is the normal closure o f  F ' /F ,  then le t  ^  , . . . ,  be coset 
representatives for the fac to r  group G a !(F":F )/ Gal(F1,: F ' ) .  We have 
n ■ ( F 1: F ) . I f  OffF1, then ^ (o t )  is cal led the i - t h  re la t iv e  conjugate 
o f Ot and w ritten  I f  1 represents the same coset as ^  for
each I ,  then p . (a) « p . ‘ (of), so the choice of representatives is not 
important. We wi l l  be very in terested in the element ) ,
which we denote by 6(flf). I f  et has degree a over F and monic minimal 
polynomial A (x )cF [x ] , then [A (x ) ]n^a *  CvdW, 129] ,  Using
propert ies  o f  formal d e r iv a t iv e s  of polynomials [vdW, 6 3 ] ,  i t  fol lows  
that  6(oi) = [A(ai]^n^a  ^  ^ A ' (a). From th is  e q u a l i t y  we can see that
6(of)eF' , that  6 (tv) = 0  i f  n > a and 6{<3f) = A 1 (a) i f  n = a,  We can
also conclude tha t  C 6 ( t t ) ] ^  = 6 ( d  ^ ) .
We can use r e l a t i v e  conjugates to def ine  two other  important  
funct ions on F ' , the norm mapping N and the trace mapping T. I f  
CK C F 1 , we def ine N(Qf) as 11.^ and T(a) as , Since
Gal(F” :F) = p.Gal (F11: F ' \  i t .  fol lows that  the ranges of  N and T
l i e  in the f ixe d  f i e l d  of Gal ( F11: F) -  i . e . ,  in F.
For almost-Dedekind domains we can genera l ize  the notion of  a 
norm func t io n .  Let R be an almost-Dedekind domain with quotient  f i e l d  
K and l e t  R‘ be the in tegra l  c losure o f  R in a f i n i t e  separable  
algebra ic  extension K ' /K .  I f  K" is the normal closure o f  K ' /K ,  le t  
RM denote the in tegra l  c losure o f  R in KN and l e t  ^  . , 0^^  be coset
representa t ives  for  the fac to r  group Gal(KM: K) /Gal (KM: K 1) ,  I f  A is a 
f ra c t io n a r y  ideal o f  R ' ,  we def ine  the norm of  A to be K 0 (AR")
and denote th is  ideal by NR,yR(A) of j u s t  by N(A).  I f  OfCK' then 
N(oA) = N(ffl)N(A), so N(A) is a f r a c t io n a r y  ideal o f  R. Note that  
N(aR')  = N(a)R.
I f  E is a m u l t i p l i c a t i v e  system in R, then R ' E is the in tegra l
closure o f  in K' [G, 8 . 2 ] ,  and we can show tha t  NRI / r (AR'^) =
E E
K n  n . " ,  Pj [ (A R 'e) R " e] = K n  [ n }2 1 tp. (AR")]R"e . The members of th is  
l a s t  ideal have the form Qtn ' eK where p. (AR") and mcE, so th is
las t  ideal is Nr i / r (A)Re .
In the fo l low ing  discussion we w i l l  observe these conventions:
P is any maximal ideal of R and a te  the maximal ideals  o f  R1
which l i e  over P in R and f .  = ( R ' /M . t R / P ) .
Let A be any f ra c t io n a ry  ideal o f  R'; we can abbrevia te  
Nri  / r (AR'p) to Np(AR'p) .  Since R‘ p is a FID, we have AR'p = a R 'p 
for  some ckK ' , and Np(AR'p) = N(of)Rp . i f  A^ is the ideal of  R 
generated by {N (a ) |oeA } ,  then A^* Rp = Np(AR'p) since N(am ')=N(a!)m n
where n = ( K ' :K ) .  Because Np{AR'p) = N(A)Rpi we see tha t  A^ = N(A)
by Lemma 1.
Choose /3, y  €R' so tha t  AR'p = (/Jy 1) R' p » and choose integers
a . ,  b . ,  c.  so tha t  AR'p = 11.^ (M.R* p ) 9 ' , S^R ■ p = (M.R1 p) b 1 and
yR'p = (M.R'p) *. Then a . = b . - c . .  Set b = E j _ ] b . f . ,  c=Ej_ , ]C . f j .
We have Np(AR'p) = N(/8)Rp[N(y)Rp ] and from [ZS, 305] we have
N(/J)Rp = (PRp) b amd N(y)Rp = (PRp) C. Therefore Np(AR'p) = (PRp) a
where a = E . 9 a . f . .  One can use t h is  e q u a l i t y  and Lemma 1 to show i = l i i
th a t  N(AB) = N(A)N(B) for  any two f ra c t io n a r y  ideals A and B of  R ' .
I f  A and B are f ra c t io n a r y  ideals  o f  R ' , i f  A c  B and N(A) = N( B ) ,
a . b .
then A = B. For, we have AR'p = 11.9  ^ {M.R'p) ' and BR'p = n . ^ ( M . R ' p) ' ,
where a.  s b . .  Since Np(AR'p) = Np(BR'p) ,  we see th a t  E . ^  a . f .  =
E . ^ , b . f . .  so a.  = b.  fo r  each i .  Since P is an a r b i t r a r y  maximal ideali = l t i ’ i i
of R, i t  fo l lows tha t  A = B by Lemma 1.
Let A be a f ra c t io n a r y  ideal of  R, We can use Lemma 1 to show
that  N(AR') = An i f  we show that  Np(AR' ) = (AR ) n . To do so, l e t
ARp = (PRp) for  some integer a. Then Np[(PRp) R 'p ] = (PRp) where
m =  S . 9 , ( a e ; ) f j =  a n > 50  N ( A R ' p )  = ( A R ' P) n *
I f  A is a f ra c t io n a r y  ideal o f  R' ,  we can show that  A is in v e r t ib le  
i f  and only i f  N(A) is i n v e r t i b l e .  I f  A is i n v e r t i b l e ,  then R' = AA 
so R = N(R')  = N(A)N(A ^).  Conversely suppose that  N(A) is in v e r t ib l e .
Then N(A) is f i n i t e l y  generated; in fa c t  we can f in d  Oiy........ O^cA such
tha t  E .^ ,N (a . ) R  = N (A ) . I f  A] = E . ^ a . R 1, then A] c  A and N(Aj) = N(A) ,
so Aj = A. Therefore A is i n v e r t ib l e  since R1 is a P re fer  domain.
Let M be one o f  the maxima] ideals  M. and w r i t e  f = f . .  Theni i
f  f
NpO-R'p) = ( PRp) and i t  fo l lows by Lemma 1 tha t  N(M) = P since
N^(MR'q) = Rq fo r  every maximal Q. ^ P of R. Also i f  R" is the
integra l  closure of  R1 In a f i n i t e  separable extension K " / K ' , then
for  every f ra c t io n a ry  ideal A of R" i t  is true that
NR " / R ^  = NR ' /R^NR"/R' ‘ ThiS fo, ,ows since the residue class
degrees are m u l t i p l i c a t i v e .
We summarize our resu l ts  for  l a t e r  reference:
Lemma 2: Let R be an almost-Dedekind domain with quotient  f i e l d  K
and l e t  R1 be the in tegra l  closure of  R in a separable a lgebra ic  
extension K ' /K  o f  degree n. Let A and B be f ra c t io n a ry  ideals of  R1.
( i )  I f  E is a m u l t i p l i c a t i v e  system in R, then NRI (AR1^) =
n r i / r ( a ) r e .
( i i )  N(AB) = N (A)N(B) .
( i i i ) I f  A c  b and N(A) = N (B ) , then A = B.
( i v )  I f  A = A jR 1 for  some f ra c t io n a r y  ideal .  Aj of  R, then N(A) = ( A j ) r
(v) A is i n v e r t ib l e  in R1 i f  and only i f  N(A) is i n v e r t ib l e  in R.
We fo l lo w  [ZS] and [ Z S l l ]  in notat ion  and terminology.  We conclude
with a discussion of one o f  these terms. I f  R is an almost-Dedekind
domain with quotient  f i e l d  K and i f  P is a maximal ideal of R, then 
the P -adic va luat  ion is the rank-one d iscre te  va lua t ion  on K which has 
the integers as value group and which has RR as i ts  va lua t ion  r ing.
Lemma 3: Suppose tha t  K’ /K is a separable a lg eb ra ic  extension (not
necessar i ly  f i n i t e ) ,  and suppose tha t  the in tegra l  closure R1 o f  R in K'
is again an almost-Dedekind domain. Let M be a maximal ideal of  
and w r i te  P = M fl R. Denote the P-adic  and M-adic va luat ions  by 
and vu re s p e c t iv e ly .  I f  bfP\P and i f  y is any non-zero elementrl
then vM(y)  = vM( b )v p( y ) .
Proof: Let vp (y) = a.  There e x is t  w,xeR\P such that wy = xba .
w ,xcR 'V l ,  so vM(y)  a vH(wy) = vM(xba) = vM(b )a  = vM( b )v p ( y ) .
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CHAPTER I I 
FINITE BASES
The to p ic  of t h is  chapter is the f i n i t e  basis quest ion: i f  J is
an i n t e g r a l l y  closed domain with  1 ^ 0 and quotient  f i e l d  F and i f  J 1 
is the in tegra l  closure o f  J in a f i n i t e  separable a lgebraic  extension  
F ' / F ,  is J 1 a f i n i t e  J-module? A f t e r  a few observations about th is
general question, we w i l l  assume that  J is an almost-Dedekind domain
and present four cases where J 1 is a f i n i t e  J-module.
For the moment we assume only that  J is an i n te g r a l l y  closed 
domain with I £ 0.  The set S = {£eF ‘ |T(ai£)eJ for  every Q tJ ' }  is a
f ra c t io n a ry  ideal of J'  c a l le d  the complementary module o f  J'  over J
[ZS, 298].
For each SeJ' the set = { a c J ' j o J 1 <= j [ © ] ] i s  an ideal o f  J' 
c a l le d  the conductor of  J [ 0 ]  in J 1. Ev ident ly
Lemma 4: Let J be an i n t e g r a l l y  closed domain with  1 j* 0.  I f  f leJ1
and F' = F(0) , then 6(0)S = C^ ..
Proof: Let n = ( F 1: F) and l e t  f ( x ) e j [ x ]  be the monic minimal po ly ­
nomial for  Q in F [ x ] ,  Then f ( x ) / ( x - 0 ) e J 1[ x ]  [ZS, 260];  l e t  f ( x ) / ( x - 6 ) =  
0 n- ,  + - ■ -+ Take and l e t  g (x )e F [x ]  be the polynomial of
degree less than n such that  6 ( 0 ) £  = g ( 0 ) „ From Lagrange's in te rp o la t io n
formula [vdW, 6 6 ] ,  w ith  0 ^  = 0 ,  we have
( i )
= S i= ,  ^ ( l ) f ( x ) / ( x - 0 ( i ) )
8
9
n-1 :
=  £ i = 0  T 0 3 . £ ) x  C J [ x ] .
Therefore 6 (0 )F  e J [0 ]  and 6(0)S c  JC©3, so 6(0)S «= C
Us ing 0^ ^  , ,  , , , 0 ^  in Lagrange’ s formula we see t h a t ,  for 0^k<n-l  ,
T 'n  [ 0 ^ ] k + ' f ( x )  k+1 , j, j . . i  , i w \  jS. ,  7-rv  r r r~ = x • I f  we d iv ide  both sides by f ( x )  and
,=1 6 ( e ( l ) ) ( x - 0 t l ) )
set x = 0,  i t  fo l lows that  T ( 0 k[ 6 ( 0 ) ]  S  = 0 for  0 ^k<n- l .
L i kewi se
22.^, — ^ . x  ^ —  = xn- f ( x )  . As before i t  fo l lows that
T (0 n_1[6 ( 0 ) ] ' 1) = i .
Now l e t  I f  j5€J 1 , then Op = bQ + bj9+. . . +  b ^  0 n"'  for
some b .eJ ,  so T (p  • a [ 6 (0 )  ] ] ) = E i=0 b. T<©1[ 6 ( a ) ] ~ 1)
= bn- l  eJ ‘
Therefore a [ 6 ( 0 ) ] U s  and C 6(0) S. Q. E.D.
Let d denote the ideal o f  J 1 generated by (6 (0 )  f0CJ1, F* = F ( 0 ) } .
We c a l l  d the subdi f fe r e n t  o f  J 1 over J,
Lernna 5: I f  J is an i n t e g r a l l y  closed domain with 1 ^ 0 and i f  dS = J 1,
then J'  is a f i n i t e  J-module.
Proof: I f  d is i n v e r t i b l e ,  then d is f i n i t e l y  generated, so there
e x is t  elements 0, , . . . , 0 . e J 1 such tha t  F* = F (0 . )  fo r  each i and1 ’ k i
d = 6 ( 0 ' ) J '  . Then
E i=l  C8 .  *  2 i=k, [ 6 ( » ! ) S ]
I
= ( r > 16 ( 0 i ) J , ) s = dS = J ' .
Since the conductor of j [ 0 ,  . . . . . 0 . ]  in J'  contains 22. , i t  fol lows1 ’ k i = 1 0 .
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t h a t  J[ f l | , . . . , e k3 = J 1 . However is a f i n i t e  J-module
[ZS, 255j .  G.E.D.
Now l e t  R be an a]most-Dedekind domain with quot ient  f i e l d  K and 
l e t  R' be the in tegra l  closure of R in a f i n i t e  separable a lgebra ic  
extension K ' /K .  We intend to develop condit ions which a l low  us to 
apply Lemma 5 to  show th a t  J 1 is a f i n i t e  J-module.
Lemma 6: Let M be a maximal ideal o f  R1. I f  R'/M is separable over R/P
(where P = M fl R) then there ex ists  an element 9(M)eR' such that:
( i )  0(M)*M and R'/M = [R /P ] (0 (M ) ) ;  i . e . ,  0(M)*M and i f  a e R \  then for
some h (x )e R [x ] ,  we have a  = h(0{M))(mod M) .
( i i )  H(e(M))<rMVl2 fo r  some H(x)eR[x] .
( i i i ) I f  PR' = MeA, where M + A = R1, then 0(M)eA.
( i v )  K' = K (0 (M ) ) .
Proof: Since R'/M is separable over R/P, there e x is ts  an element
GeR'Vl such th a t  R' /M = [R /P] ( 0 ) [vdW, 126].  Let f ( x ) e R [ x ]  be monic and
such that  i f  f ( x ) e [ R / P ] [ x ]  is the natura l  image o f  f ( x ) , then f ( x )  is
the minimal polynomial fo r  0 in [ R / P ] [ x ] .  Since 9 is separable over
R/P, we have f ' ( 0 ) ^ O  (mod M) [vdW,119].
Suppose f (0 )c M 2 . Let and set  0j 9 + [i. Then 0 ^ = 0
(mod M ) , so 0j s a t i s f i e s  condit ion ( i ) .  Condition ( i i )  is also
r r - l
s a t i s f i e d  by 0  ^ , fo r  i f  f ( x )  = x + a r _ | >< + . . . +  a0> then
f  ( P | ) = ( 9 r + r 0 r_1 fji + . . . +  y r )
+ ar_j (0r 1 + ( r - 1 )0r +. . .+ i f  l )
+ . . . +  a^  (0  + fi) + aQ
= f (0 )  + f ' ( 0 ) * i  + f t | \  |3eR'
5 f 1 (0)/x(mod M2) .
Therefore f ( 0 j ) f M \ M 2 .
I f  PR' = MeA, M + A = R‘ , then M2 + A = R' and we can f in d  an
2
element 0 2 ^ ’ such tha t  6^ = 0j(mod M ) and B^ = 0(mod A) .  Then 
s a t i s f i e s  condit ions ( i ) ,  ( i i )  , ( i i i ) .  Pick £eR' such that  K' = K ( 0  
and pick peP2 such that  p is equal to none of  (Q^ *  ^  ^-  0 ^^ / C ) , 
i , j  = 1 , 2 , .  . . , ( K ‘ : K ) , i £ j .  Then 02 +■ p£ has (K ‘ :K) d i s t i n c t
conjugates,  and th is  element s a t i s f i e s  a l l  four condit ions.  Q. E. D.
Corol 1 a r y : Suppose tha t  M is a maximal ideal of  R1 and that  P = M f| R.
I f  ( K ' i K) and (R ' /M:R /P )  are both prime numbers and i f  PR1 = M, then 
there  ex is ts  an element 0(M) € R1 s a t is fy in g  condit ions ( i ) - ( i v )  of  
Lemma 5. ! f  we assume only that  ( K1: K) is a normal extension o f  prime
degree, then there  e x is ts  an element 0 ( M) e R1.
Proof: By Lemma 5, we need only inves t iga te  the case where r'/M is
inseparable over R / P .  I f  ( R ' / M : R / P )  is prime, then there are no f i e l d s
properly  between R'/M and R/P, so there ex is ts  an element 0 C R 'V l
such that  R' /M =LR/Pn ( 0 ) .  I f  peP\P2 , then P = P2 + pR, so PR1 = P2R'+PR ' ,
2 2and i f  PR1 = M, then p £ MVl and p0€M\M . Condit ion ( i i i )  is obviously  
f i l l e d  since A = R1, and K' = K(0) since there are no f ie ld s  properly  
between K1 and K.
I f  K ' /K  is a normal extension o f  prime degree, we need only  
invest igate  the case where R ’ / M  is inseparable over R / P .  Then i t  
fo l lows from the efg-theorem that  the hypotheses of  the f i r s t  asser t ion  
are s a t i s f i e d .  Q., E. D.
Lemma 7: Let M be a maximal ideal o f  R ' .  Suppose 0{M) C R' s a t i s f i e s
condit ions ( i ) - ( i v )  of  Lemma 6. I f  WE R1, then for  every natura l
} 2
number j  there  is a polynomial h(x)  e R[x ]  such that  to = h(0(M))(mod M-1) .
Proof: W r i te  0 = 0 ( M ) . We proceed by induction.  For j  = ] ,  the
assert ion  is j u s t  that  of  condit ion  ( i ) .  Suppose that  Fk { x )  € R[x]  
and CO = h j { 0 )  (mod M^). I f  H{0) £ M\M^ as in condit ion ( i i ) ,  then 
= ( H ( 0 ) )  -* R1 + + ' . Therefore to-h^.(0)= ( H ( 0 ) ) ^ - y(mod M^  + ' )  for
some y € R1. However y = g(0)(mod M) for some g(x) e R [x ] ,  so 
(H(e) ) J' y 3 ( H ( 0 ) ) j -g(f l) (mod Mj  + i ) .  Then «  s h (0) + ( H ( 0 ) ) j g(0)
(mod M^"+ ' ) . Q,. E, D.
We continue to use d and S to  denote the s ub d i f fe ren t  and 
complementary module for  R' over R.
Lemma 8: Let M be a maximal ideal o f  R1 for  which there e x is ts  an
element 0(M) as described In Lemma 6. I f  M is i n v e r t i b l e ,  then 
6(0 (M) ) S + M = R ' .
Proof: W r i te  0 = 0(M) and P = M f| R. We have seen that  P is i n v e r t ib l e .
Let PR' = MeA with M + A = R' , and le t  N (6 (0 ) )  = PkB with B + P = R.
I t  w i l l  s u f f ic e  to show that  0 k ‘ B c  Cg = 6(0)S .
Suppose k > 0.  I f  W f  R1, then for some g(x) £ R[x]  we have
U)= g(0) (mod Mek) . Then (co-g(0))0k B C  Mek Ak BR'
= (Pk B)R'
= N(6 ( 0 ) ) R' c  6 ( 0 ) R1, 
So ( t o -  g (0 ) ) f lK B [ 6 ( 0 ) ] _1 c  R1 c  S = Ce[ 6 ( 0 ) ] _ 1 , and
( t o -  g ( 0 ) ) e k B C C 0 c  R [0 ] ,  Therefore to 0k B c  R [e ] ,  so 0k* B c  C0 .
I f  k = 0 and toe R1, then toB C N ( 6( ©)) R1 C 6(0)  R1 and 
OjBCetO)]"1 <= C0 [6 (0 )  3 " 1 . As above B C CQ. Cl.E.D,
I 3
I f  for  every maximal ideal M o f  R1 there e x is ts  an element 0 f  R1 
such that  6 ( 0 ) S + M = R ' , then dS = R1 since dS could l i e  in no maximal 
ideal of  R ' .  We there fo re  have th is  c o r o l l a r y  to Lemma 8:
Coro l1a r y : Suppose tha t  R is a Dedekind domain. I f  there e x is ts  an
element 0(M) e R1 for  each maximal ideal M o f  R1, then dS = R1.
I f  R is an almost-Dedekind domain, the ideal D -  [RMS]. . ,  isT\
c a l le d  the d i f f e r e n t  o f  R' over R. Since R1 C S we have D c  R ' t
Also ,  since dS C R ' , we have d C  D, and i f  dS = R1, then d = D. The
preceding c o r o l l a r y  indicates tha t  the sub d i f fe ren t  and d i f f e r e n t  are 
equal for  many Dedekind domains R and R1, including a l l  those encountered 
in a lgebra ic  number theory.  Later  we w i l l  present an example which 
w i l l  show tha t  the subd i f fe ren t  and d i f f e r e n t  are not always equal,  
even for  Dedekind domains.
Let R be an almost-Dedekind domain and l e t  P be a maximal ideal 
of R. We have noted tha t  the in tegra l  c losure o f  Rp in K' is R'p- We 
have a complementary module S ( P ) , a sub d i f fe ren t  d(P) and a d i f f e r e n t  
D(P) for  R'p over Rp .
Lemma 9: ( i )  I f  P is a maximal ideal of  R then d(P) = dR'p.
( i i )  I f  P runs over a l l  maximal ideals  o f  R, then S = j |pS(P).
( i i i )  For each maximal ideal H of  R1, denote the M-adic va luat ion  by
vu . Let P be a maximal ideal o f  R. I f  there e x is ts  an element O € K'
n
such that  S(P) = oR'p and v^(o) ^ 0 for  every M which does not Me
over P in R, then S(p) = SR'p.
( i v )  I f  S(P) = SR'p and d(P) = D( P) for every maximal ideal P o f  R, 
then dS = R ' .
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Proof: ( i )  Obviously dR'p C d ( P ) . I f  8 € R1 and m e R\p, then 
6(0m ' )  = 6(f?)/m where n = ( K1: K ) . So d(P) c  dR'p.
( i i )  Let P be a maximal ideal o f  R and l e t  £ e S, a  C R1 . Then
P
Of = a^m ' fo r  some Of j e R' and m e R\P, so T(a£) = T(ofj£)m 1 e Rp .
Therefore £ e S(P) and S C S ( P ) .
Suppose £ e Hp S(P) ,  I f  o' c R1, then
T(a£) € Rp fo r  every P, so T(a£) C R and £ c S. Therefore HpS(P) c  s t
( i i i )  Suppose S(P) = oR'p and tha t  v^(o) ^ 0 whenever M H R ;4 p.
Let Of C R‘ . Since a  e S(p) , we have T(aa) C Rp. For every other  
maximal ideal Q. o f  R, we have a ,  ff c R'^  so T(rva) e Rq. Therefore  
T(aa) e R, so ff e S and S(P) c  SR'p. The other inclusion fol lows  
from ( i ) .
( i v )  I f  S(P) = SR'p and d(P) = D(P) for every maximal ideal P o f  R, 
then (dS)R'p = d (P ) * SR1p = D(P)*S(P)  = R'p, f o r  every P. By Lemma 1, 
dS = R' . Q.E.D.
Let M be a maximal idea? o f  R' and w r i t e  P = M H R. Following  
[ZS, 294] we c a l l  M ramif ied  (over R) i f  P ^  or i f  R' /M is 
inseparable over R/P. In case R is a Dedekind domain, i t  is well  
known that  M is ramif ied i f  and only i f  M contains the d i f f e r e n t  of  
R' over R [ZS,303] .
Theorem 1: Let R be an almost-Dedekind domain. Suppose that  there
ex is ts  an element 0(M) e R1 for  every maximal ideal M of  R1 and that  
every ramif ied  maximal ideal is in v e r t ib l e .  Then R* is a f i n i t e  
R-module.
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Proof: Suppose M is an unramif ied maximal ideal o f  R1. I f  M f| R = P,
then MR'p is unramified,  so MR'p D( P) [ZS, 303 ] .  By the c o r o l 1ary  
to Lemma 8, D( P) = d ( P ) . Since d(P) = dR'p, there e x is ts  an element 
0 f  R1 such th a t  6 (8 )  £ MR'p. so 6 ( 8 ) ’ S + M = R ' .  I f  the maximal 
ideal M is r a m i f ie d ,  then 6(8(M))S  + M = R‘ by Lemma 8. We have noted 
tha t  dS = R1 under the present condit ions.  So Rl is a f i n i t e  R-module.
a .E .D .
There e x i s t  non-noetherian almost-Dedekind domains in the f i e l d  
of complex numbers. One example is the set  of  a lgebra ic  integers in 
the f i e l d  formed by ad jo in in g  a l l  the roots of  u n i ty  to the f i e l d  o f  
ra t iona l  numbers [N ] .  Other almost-Dedekind domains consis t ing  of  
a lgebra ic  integers can.be constructed w ith  Theorem A o f  [G, A 3 -2 ] ,  The 
f i n i t e  basis question can be answered a f f i r m a t i v e l y  i f  R is such a
domain. The quot ient  f i e l d  K is countable; say K = { a j L e t  R.
be the set o f  a lg eb ra ic  integers in Rafa^ , . . . , a . )  where Ra denotes the 
f i e l d  of  ra t ion a l  numbers. Then each R. is a Dedekind domain and eachi
CO
R . , .  is the in tegra l  c losure o f  R. in Ra ( a , , . . . a . , and R = U. , R. .  
i + l  3 i 1 ’ i + l  i = l  i
Lemma 10: Let R be an almost-Dedekind domain which is the union of  a
chain o f  Dedekind domains R^  C R ^ C  . . .  w i th  quot ient  f i e l d  chain  
Kj C K2 «= . • • ,  where each + j is the in tegra l  c losure o f  R. in 
K|+ |*  I f  P ' s a maxima] ideal o f  R, then S(P) = SR'p.
Proof: Let K' = K(8) and w r i t e  K . 1 -  K . ( 8 ) .  Let R . '  be the in tegra l
closure o f  R. in K . ‘ . Then R' = U.® K . ' ,  and each R. , , '  is the
i i  i=l i ’ i+l
in tegra l  closure o f  R . 1 in K . , .3 i i +l
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Choose O f  K1 so t h a t  S(p) = OR' ; then U €  K . '  for some j .
v J
For maximal ideals M1 and M of R' and R . 1, denote the M ' -ad ic  and
J
M-adic va lua t ions  by v^ , ,an d  w^, r e s p e c t iv e ly .  Let be
the maximal ideals of R1 which l i e  over P in R and wri te
M. = M . 1 f| Rj 1 . There are  only f i n i t e l y  many maximal ideals N of
R . '  such th a t  N £ {M, , . .  . ,M } and wM(<j) /  0; denote them by N .  N .j I p N I q
Pick a natura l  number t such that  |w^ ( a ) |  ^ t ,  fo r  each N. .  Then
i
there e x is ts  an element C R . 1 such tha t  8 =  1 ( M . n . , . 0  M ) and
J 1 P
js  = n . . . n  n .
Let M1 be a maximal ideal o f  R1. I f  M'D R = P then M' D R . '=  M.
J i2
for  some i .  Pick (i e M .V i .  . By Lemma 3, we have
vMi(0o) = vM« ^ ) wh W d
i
= V ^ > WM (C) = VM ' ( 0 ) - i
Therefore S(P) = /JoR1 . Now suppose th a t  M 0 R £  P and that  v , (cr) 0.
P
From Lemma 3, one can see that  i f  M = M1 fl Rj ' > then w^ ( cj) ^ 0 ,  so
M = N . ,  fo r  some i .  Pick / i  e N . \ N . 2 . Then v^ , (j3o)=vM, (jSor) £
t  + wN (cr)) ^ 0.  By Lemma 9, S(P) = SR'p. Q. E. D.
i
Theorem 2: I f  the almost-Dedekind domain R consists of a lg e b ra ic
integers,  then R1 is a f i n i t e  R-modu!e.
Proof: We have seen how to  w r i te  R as the union o f  a chain o f  Dedekind
domains Rj c  c , . .  as described in the hypothesis o f  Lemma JO. We
want to show that  d(P) = D(P) for each maximal ideal P of  R. Let a e R;
then a c R. f o r  some j .  For each P. the f i e l d  R . /P  fl R. is f i n i t e
J J J
[M l ,  5^7] ,  so i t  has c h a r a c t e r i s t i c  p £  0. Since th is  f i e l d  is pe r fec t ,
there e x is t s  an element b e R. such th a t  a s b^(mod P D R . ) .  Then
J J
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a = b^(mod P) in R, so R/P is a lso  p e r f e c t .  Let M be a maximal ideal of  
R1 ly ing  over P in R, Since R'/M is separable over R/P, there e x is ts  
an element 0{M) € R1. By the c o r o l l a r y  to Lemma 8, d(P) = D( P ) .
Since S( P) = SR'p, fo r  every P, i t  fo l lows that  dS = R1 by Lemma 9.
So R' is a f i n i t e  R-Module, Q.E.D.
We turn now to the t h i r d  s i tu a t io n  where we have an a f f i r m a t i v e  
answer to the f i n i t e  basis  question. In [HO,25] Heinzer and Ohm 
construct a l a t t i c e - o r d e r e d  group G such tha t  any domain of  which G 
is the group of d i v i s i b i l i t y  is an almost-Dedekind domain. I f  one 
chooses a f i e l d  k and constructs  the group algebra A (k ,G ) ,  then there  
e x is ts  such a domain in the quot ient  f i e l d  o f  A(k,G) and for  th is  
domain we can answer "yes" to the f i n i t e  basis question i f  k has 
c h a r a c t e r is t i c  zero.
We w i l l  review the construction in [HO]. Let N denote the set
o f  natural  numbers and Z the set o f  a l l  in tegers .  We take for  G the
set o f  functions { f : N - * z | fo r  some n € N, f (n )  = f ( n + l )  with p o in t -
wise add it ion  for the group opera t ion .  We def ine an order on G by
s e t t in g  f  ^ g i f  f ( i )  £■ g ( i )  for each i e N, Under th is  order G is
a l a t t i c e  since every f i n i t e  set { g| , - - - , g 3 c  G has an infinum in G
def ined thus: ( i n f  ( g . ) ) ( j )  = min [ g . ( j ) 3 -  Let G be the set of
l^i^n ' l^ i^n  '
non-negative members o f  G.
I f  f  e G, then we denote by f(<») the eventual constant value o f  f .  
For each 1 = » , 1 , 2 , . . . ,  the set S( = { f e G+ | f ( I ) >  0} is e a s i l y  seen 
to be a maximal segment and the fo l low ing  argument shows that  there  
are no other maximal segments. Suppose tha t  there is a maximal segment
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S equal to no S. . Then S £  S so there e x is t  f  e S such that' I CD
0 = f  (n+1) = f ( n + 2 ) = . , . fo r  some n € N. Si  nee S ^ S .  f or  i = I , . . .  ,n
there  e x i s t  funct ions f .  C S such tha t  f . ( i )  = 0  fo r  each i .  Then
0 = i n f { f j , . . . , f  fJ € S, a c o n t ra d ic t io n .
We use the method o f  J a f fa r d  to construct an almost-Dedekind domain.
Choose a f i e l d  k and construct the group algebra A ( k , G ) . Each element
Df A(k,G) has th is  unique representat ion:  E n a . x ^ ‘ where each
i = l 1
a.  e k,  a.  ^ C. g, e G and g. ^ g. i f  i ^ j .  Addit ion  and m u l t ip l i c a t io n
i i i i J
are  def ined in A{k,G) as fo r  o rd inary  polynomials.  Since G is to rs io n -
f r e e ,  A(k,G) has no z e ro -d iv is o rs  [ j , 1 2 ] .  I f  F is the quotient  f i e l d
o f  A (k ,G ) ,  def ine  V: F \ { 0 )  -» G by s e t t in g  V (S 3 .x ^ ' /S b .x  ' )  =
in f  g . - i n f  h . .  I f  a ,b  c F \ { 0 } , is is shown in [ J , 7 8 ]  th a t  V(a+b) ^
in f  f v ( a ) ,  V (b ) }  and V(ab) = V(a)  + V (b ) .  Let J be the domain V ' (G+) .
Then one can show that  G is order- isomorphic to the group of  d i v i s i b i l i t y
o f  J.  Therefore the maximal ideals  of  J are = V ' ( S j ) ,  I = ®, 1 , 2 ...........
For I = “ , 1 , 2 , . . .  the map v^: F \ { 0) -* Z def ined by se t t in g
V | ( a )  = V ( a ) ( l )  is a rank-one d iscre te  va luat ion  because o f  the
v a l u a t i o n - 1 ike p ropert ies  o f  V. We show that  J = {a € f | v (a) ^ 0 ] ,
-1 1Every member o f  J has the form ab where a,b € J and V j (b )  = 0; hence
V|(ab  *) S O .  On the other hand suppose a,b e J and V | (ab  ' )  ^ 0.
For 1 = 1 , 2 , . . .  we take an element f  E G def ined thus: f ( t )  »
£ . | [ N | ( b  * ) ] .  We have ax^, bx^ e J and ab ' = (ax^)(bx^)   ^ and
v . (b x^ )  = 0. Therefore ab ' e Jp , so Jp is the va lua t ion  r ing of  v .
I I
S i m i l a r l y  Jp is the va lua t ion  r ing  o f  v# , so J is an almost Dedekind
CD
doma i n .
Mow l e t  F' be a f i n i t e  separable a lgebra ic  extension o f  F and l e t  
J'  be the in tegra l  closure o f  J in F ' .  We continue to denote the
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s u b d i f fe r e n t ,  complementary module, and d i f f e r e n t  o f  J 1 over J by 
d, S, and D re sp e c t ive ly .
Lemma 11: For every maximal ideal P of J,  S(P) = SJ'p,
P ro o f : Let n = ( F ' : F ) ,  Let M be a maximal ideal of J 1 and w r i te
Q, = M fl J.  Denote by and the M-adic and Q-adic va lua t ions ,
r e s p e c t iv e ly ,  and by e(M) the exponent with which M appears in the
f a c t o r i z a t i o n  o f  QJ' .  Since j _ Q e (M)F(M) = n and f(M) s o ,  we
2
have e(M) ^ n fo r  every M. I f  q e Q\Q, , then vM(q) = e(M) , so
vm L  = e(M)v
For f ixe d  a  € F ' \ [ 0 ]  the values |v^(a)  | are bounded, M ranging 
over a l l  maximal ideals of  J 1. I t  su f f ice s  to prove th is  f o r a  € J 1. 
There is a maximum m fo r  the values v ^ ( N ( a ) ) ,  Q. ranging over the 
maximal ideals o f  J.  I f  H is a maximal ideal o f  J 1 and Q = M fl J ,  
then vM(a) ^ vM(N(ot)) = e(M)w^(N(a))  £ nm.
Now le t  P be a maximal ideal o f  J and choose a  c F l so that
S(P) = CJ'p. Choose t  c N so tha t  |v^(cr)| £ t ,  M ranging over the 
maximal ideals  o f  J 1. There e x is ts  an element b (  J such that
Wp(b) = 0,  and w^(b) = t  fo r  every maximal ideal Q P o f  J . Then b
is a un i t  in J'p so S( P) = baJ'p, On the o ther  hand suppose that  M is 
a maximal ideal o f  J'  ly ing  over Q, ^ P in J.  Then
vm( M  = V b) *  vM( a)
= e (M )  wQ( b )  +  v m ( ct)
^ t  + vM(o) s  0.
By Lemma 9 ,  S(P) = SJ 'p . Q,. E. D,
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Theorem 3: I f  we use a f i e l d  k o f  c h a r a c t e r is t i c  zero for the
construction in [HO], then J 1 is a f i n i t e  J-module.
Proof: We can imbed k in every residue f i e l d  J/P so i f  k has
c h a r a c t e r is t i c  zero ,  then any extension of  J/P is separable.  By
Lemma 6 and the c o r o l la r y  to Lemma 8, we see tha t  d(P) = D(P) for  
every maximal ideal P of  J.  Since S(P) = SJ'p for  every P, Lemma 9 
t e l l s  us tha t  dS = J 1 . Q, E, D.
We have an example which shows tha t  the e q u a l i t y  in Lemma 5 
{ i . e . ,  dS = R1) does not always hold. We can construct an almost-  
Dedekind domain J with quot ient  f i e l d  F and in tegra l  c losure J" in a 
f i n i t e  separable a lgebra ic  extension F"/F having the fo l low ing  
c h a ra c t e r is t i c s  (d ,S ,D ,  e tc .  r e t a in  t h e i r  usual meanings):
( i )  dS l i e s  in every maximal ideal of  J " .
( i i )  d(P) <  D( P) for  every maximal ideal P o f  J ("<" denotes proper 
conta inment) .
( i i i )  J" is a f i n i t e  J-module,
(Tv) DS = J" (and from i ,  d <  D ) .
Let k| be a f i e l d  o f  c h a r a c t e r is t i c  p ^ 0 and l e t  uj t u 2  a l g e b r a i c a l l y
independent over k^  . We take for  J the re s u l t  of s e t t in g  k = k ^ i i p i ^ )  
for  the construction in [HO],
I f  L is a f i e l d  o f  c h a r a c t e r is t i c  p and i f  a f  L has no p - th  root  
in L, then ( L ( a ^ ^ ) : L )  = p. To show th is  l e t  ( L ( a ^ i L )  = n and l e t  
A(z)  e L [ z ]  be the monic polynomial o f  degree n which a ^ ^  s a t i s f i e s .  
Then A(z) fac tors  z^ -a ,  so A(z)  = ( z - a  n = z11 + . . . ±  a ^ * 5. I f  
n <  p, then there e x i s t  integers i , j  such tha t  1 = ni + p j ,  so
a i / P = a ( " / p ) i aj  e L<
As before l e t  F be the quot ient  f i e l d  o f  J. For i = 1,2 l e t  H . ( z )
be d i f f e r e n t  monic separable polynomials in j [ z ]  such th a t  H . ( z ) = z P-u .
(mod P) fo r  each i and for  every maximal ideal P of R. For example we
could choose H . (z )  = zP + x^z-u .  where f  e G has only p o s i t iv e  values.
Let P be a maximal ideal of J; then P = V ' (S | )  where S| is one o f  the
maximal segments o f  G. I f  0  ^ is a zero of  Hj (z)t then denote by J 1 the
integra l  closure of  J in F (0^) and by Mj a maximal ideal o f  J 1 ly ing
over P in J.  Then 0 | P= u^(mod Mj) since H j ( z )  s zP-u^(mod P ) . We w i l l
show below that  the congruence yP = Uj (mod P) has no so lu t ion  in J,
so i t  fol lows that  p = ( [ J / P ] { 0 j ) : J /P)  £ ( J ' / M j i J / P ) .  From the e fg -
theorem, i t  fo l lows th a t  {J 1 /M ^ : J /P)  ^ p, so ( J ' / M ^ J / P )  = p and
J ' /M j  =» [ J / P ] { 0 | ) .  Again by the efg- theorem, is the only maximal
ideal of J 1 ly ing  over P in J and PJ1 = M j .
Now suppose th a t  yP = u,(mod P) has a so lu t ion  in J.  We get a
g. h j
congruence Uj = ( E . ^ a . x  b .x  ) P (mod P) , and we can assume
th a t  the common f a c t o r  x ^1 has been cancel led where h = in f  h . .  A f te r
proper rearrangement of the terms in the denominator,  we have h ^ ( l )  = 0 .
n d  phi m d  P9iLet w = u ,b .  x -  S . ,  a.  x ; then w £ P. I f  w M ,  thenI “ I l |  * 1 “ I I
P l P9* - I
V ( w ) ( l )  >  0,  so U j b j Px = ^or s°roe j ,  and u^  = ( ajb j  ) P .
I f  w = 0 , then i t  also fo l lows tha t  u^  has a p - th  root in k{u^ ,u2) ,
but an elementary degree argument shows that  no such root  can e x i s t .
Now l e t  0, be a zero o f  H ( z ) . Denote by JM the in tegra l  closure  
2  J-
o f  J in F ( 0 j , 0 2) and by M a maximal ideal o f  J" ly ing  over Mj in J 1 
and thus over P in J .  We need to show tha t  the congruence yp=u2 (mod Mj)  
has no so lu t ion  in J 1. Then i t  w i l l  fo l lo w  as before th a t
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= p and J"/M = CJ 1 /M 1 3(©2) and M,J" = M.
Suppose that  yp= u^tmod Mj) has a so lu t ion  in J 1, Since
J ' /M j  = [J /P ] (0 and 8 | P = U j ( m o d  M]) we g e t ,  fo r  some a . . , b .  e
p — 1 m. 9 * *  h *
kjCii j .U j,]  and g _ , h . e G ,  (2J- _ 0  0 | J (S.^|  a .^x  I J ) / S . 2 j  b j *  ) P=u2 (mod ) ,
pm| i ■ P9* * D ph i
and (S j=D a i j '3 x ' ^ ^ i - l  k j P*  ~ u2 (mod M j ) .  As before
we can assume that  h . ( l )  = 0. Since M D J=P, the las t  congruence holds
ph  ^ . pg j .
modulo P, and we can show, as before,  that  u„b ,px =u,*^a. .Px ' - 1 , for’ ’ ' 2  1 1 'J
some j  and so u2 ^|^ = u j a ;j ^ . This cannot be, for  the degree in u^
of  u , - * a . .p is a m u l t ip le  of  p.1 i j
Now J"/M = [ J 1 /M, ] ( 0 2)=  [ J / P K e ,  , 0 2) , so (J" /M :J /P )  = p2 . Since 
0 . P = u.{mod M) for  each i ,  we see that  Jn/M consists e n t i r e l y  o f  p - th  
roots of  members of J /P ,  As a re s u l t  JM/M cannot be a simple extension  
of J /P .  Note tha t  PJ" = M, so J"p is the rank-one d is c re te  va luat ion  
ring J"M.
Let d, S be the subd i f fe ren t  and complementary module fo r  Ju over
J. Then dS C M .  Otherwise, since dS is generated by the union o f  the
c o l le c t io n  {C^ j0 e J" ,  F(0) = F ( 0 1 , 02) } > we would have Cg C M  for  some
such 0,  and = J"p. However the conductor of Jp [0 ]  in J"p c l e a r l y
contains C^. Therefore J p[ 0 ]  = J " p and J"p/MJ"p is a simple extension
of  J /PJ . a c o n t ra d ic t io n .  Since M is an a r b i t r a r y  maximal ideal of  
P P
J",  we have shown that  dS l i e s  in every maximal ideal of  J " . Also 
D(P)S(P) = J” p, but Lemma 1 1  implies tha t  d(P)S{P) = ( d S ) j Mp < J"p,  
so D(P) > d(P) fo r  the a r b i t r a r y  maximal ideal P o f  J.
We w i l l  show that  J" is a f i n i t e  J-module by showing that  J 1 is a 
f i n i t e  J-module and that  JM is a f i n i t e  J '-module .  We w i l l  need new
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notat ion .  For example we w i l l  denote the complementary module of J 1
over J by S( J 1 ; J) and use s im i la r  notat ions fo r  a l l  s u b d i f fe r e n ts ,
complementary modules, and d i f f e r e n t s .  Let P be a maximal ideal of J
and l e t  Hj , M be the maximal ideals of J ' ,  J ' .1 respect ive ly  ly ing  over
P in J. We have seen that  PJ 1 = and PJ" = M.
Since the degree of each H . ( z )  is p, we have ( F ( 0 j) :F )  ^ p and
( F ( 0 j , 0 2 ) : F ( 0 j ) )  ^ p. However ( J ' /M :J /P )  = p and ( J " /M :J 1 / M j ) = p,
so i t  fo l lows from the efg-theorem that  ( F (0 ^ ) :F } =  ( F ( 0 j , 9 ^  ' F(0 ^ ) )=p.
By the c o r o l l a r ie s  to Lemmas 6  and 8 , we see tha t  d(J 1 ^: J^) = D(J 1 piJp)
and d ( j "  ; J 1M ) = D ( j M :J '  ) .  The f i r s t  e q u a l i t y  and the fac t  that
M 1 1 M 1 M 1 
S(J 1 p: Jp) “  S ( J ' : J ) J ' p  (Lemma 1 1 ) imply t h a t  d { J ‘ : J ) S ( j 1 : J) = J 1 by
>
Lemma 9, since P is an a r b i t r a r y  maximal ideal of R.
We can use the same argument to  show t h a t  d ( j " : J 1) S { J " : J 1) = J".  
A l l  we need do is show t h a t  S ( j " ^  ) = S( J M: J ' )  ^ which e q u a l i t y
is e q u iv a le n t  to  S( J1 J 1p) = S ( J " : J ' ) J Mp s ince  PJ1 = . By [ZS, 309 ]
we know t h a t  S( J’ '^: Jp) = S(J"p:  Jp) * S (J 1 Jp) J"p .  Since S ( j ' : J )  is 
i n v e r t i b l e ,  the argument in [ Z S ,3 0 9 ]  shows t h a t  S ( j n : J 1) * S { J 1: J )J "  = 
S ( J " : J ) .  By Lemma 11 , we have S ( J p: J p) = S ( j . 1 : J ) J ' p  and S ( j " : J ) J ,lp =
S{ J1 'p; Jp) .  Therefore S (J" : J 1) J"p • S(J 1 p: Jp) Jl,p
= S ( J " : J 1 ) J"p • S ( J ‘ : J )J 'p J " p 
= S ( J " : J ' ) J " P * S ( J ' : J ) J " p 
= [S(JM:J 1) • S ( j ' : J ) ] J » p 
= [ S ( J " : J ) ] J Hp
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= S { j " p: Jp)
= S( J1 'p: J 1 R) • S( J 1 p: J p) J " p , 
and S(JM: J 1) J"p = S(J1^ :  J 1 p) .
Lemma 5 t e l l s  us th a t  J'  and JM are f i n i t e  J and J 1 -modules,  
r e s p e c t iv e ly .  Since we have shown that  S ( J ' : J )  and S( J11: J 1) are  
i n v e r t i b l e ,  i t  fo l lows from the e q u a l i t y  S ( J " : J I ) < S ( J ' : J ) J "  = 
S(J":J )  th a t  D (J" :J )S (J 11:J)  = J".
CHAPTER I I I 
FREE, FINITE BASES
In t h is  chapter we consider a second f i n i t e  basis question;
I f  R is an aImost-Dedekind domain with quotient  f i e l d  K and i f  R' 
is the in tegra l  c losure o f  R in a f i n i t e  separable extension K ' /K ,  
when does R1 have a f i n i t e ,  l i n e a r l y  independent basis over R?
We w i l l  obta in  g e n e ra l i z a t io n s  for  some o f  the resu l ts  in [M2], 
where th is  question is..considered fo r  Dedekind domains.
Lemma 12: Let P be a maximal ideal of  R.
( i )  I f  S(P) C SR'p , then S{P) = SR'p .
( i i )  I f  R1 is a f i n i t e  R-module, then S(P) = SR1 ,
r
( i i i )  I f  S(P) = SR'p then DR'p c  D(P) .
( i v )  I f  S is a f i n i t e  R'-module, then D(P) g  DR'p,
Proof: ( i) By Lemma 9 ,  we know SR'pG S (p ) ,  so e q u a l i t y  fo l lows i f
one assumes S(P) C  SR'p,
( i i )  We need only show S(P) C SR'p. Suppose that  R' = E ._ jp .R
for  some P p  . . .  ,pn £ R' . I f  £ e S ( p ) , then there e x i s t  m C R\P
and r , , . . , , r  £ R such that  T (p .  £)  = r.m ' and T (p . (£m ) )  « r .  e R.I n i i i 1
for  each i . Therefore  ^ me S and £ £ SR'p.
( i i i )  Suppose S( P) G SR'p and l e t  x £ D. Then xS c  R1 so 
xS(P) c  xSR'p c  R ' p and x £ D (P ) . Thus DR* p C D (P ) .
( iv) Suppose S = cr. R1 fo r  some CTj , .  . . ,CTn £ S. I f  x £ D(P),
then there e x is t  m £ R\P and V j , • • i ,Vn C R 9dch tha t
xc. = 1?.m ' and (xm)aj = 7 7 . , for  each i .  Therefore xm £ D and
x £ DR'p, so D(P) c  DR'p .
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Theorem 4: Let n = (K 1 : K ) . I f  {p^ , . . . ,Pn} c  R 1 is a l i n e a r l y
independent basis for R 1 over R, then for the matr ix  ( p . ^ )  we 
have |p. ^ | ZR = N(D) . The converse holds i f  d(P) = D( P) for  every 
maximal ideal P of  R.
Proof: Suppose that  {/Oj o ] C R 1 is a l i n e a r l y  independent
bas is for  R 1 over R. By [ZS , ch I I  , § 11] we have | T ( p . p j ) |  ^ 0 ,
so the m atr ix  ( T ( p . p j ) )  has an inverse ( a | s) -  I f  O'. = a . 5 PS
fo r  each i = l , . . . , n ,  then a, , .  . .  ,C is a basis fo r  K ' /K  since  ’ * ’ 1 ’ n
| a j s I s4 0 . Furthermore ( T ( a . p . ) )  = ( £ s"j  a js T (psP j ) )  = 
( a i 5 ) ( T (psP j ) )  = - ) *
n
We can show that  S = £ . n, Cr.R and a f o r t i o r i  S = £  a . R ' .I =  1 , ------------------- , =  1 ,
1f  a  e R1, then a  = a .p .  fo r  some a, e R, For each i , we have
J=1 J J J
n nT(q!<t.) = £ j „ j T(cr.p.)  = a.  e R so each cr. e S and £ .  = 1 a.R c  S.
Now i f  f  e S, then £ = £ . n . x . a .  fo r  some x. e K. For each i we* i=I  i i i
have x. = E j^ jX j  T { a .p . )  = T (p .£ )  e R, so S c  a.R.
Since R 1 is a f i n i t e  R-module and S is a f i n i t e  R 1 -module,  
we have D( P) = DR'p for every maximal ideal P of R by Lemma 12. For
every P we have R 'p = £ .  = 1 p |Rp , so |p .^ J ^ | 2  Rp = Np(D(P))  [ZS f 307] .
By Lemma 1, N( D) = n p(N(D) )Rp = n pNj(DR'p) = n pNp(D(P))  = | p j ( j , | Z R.
I f  d(P) = D(P) fo r  every maximal ideal P of R, then
D( P) = d R ' C D R '  i f ,  in add i t io n  there e x is t  p . , . . .  ,p e R'
r r i n
such that  | p . ^ | Z R = N ( D) , then | p . ^ |  ^ 0 since D = [ R 1: S ^ (0 )  .
n
One can use Cramer's ru le  to show that  £ .  , x .p .  = 0 and x. € Ki=l r  i i
implies th a t  each x.  = 0.  Therefore we know that  | p . u ; r  *  Np(D(p))  
fo r  every P [ZS,307 ] .  Then | p . ^ ^ | 2  Rp C Np(D (P ) ) <= Np{DR' p) =
| p . ^ | 2  Rp, so | p ; ^ | 2  Rp = Np t D ( P ) ) . For every P i t  fo l lows tha t
o,  . . . . ,  o is a basis for  R'_ over R„ [ZS.307]  and there fore  for R'H  n P P
over R by Lemma 1 . Q,. E. D,
I f  (K ' :K)  = 2 then the converse par t  o f  Theorem 4 holds. This 
is so because the condit ion "d(P) = D{ P) 11 is s a t i s f i e d ,  by the 
c o r o l l a r ie s  to Lemmas 6  and 8 . I f  (K ' :K)  = 2 and K has c h a r a c t e r is t i c  
not equal to 2 , then we have the fo l low ing  gen e ra l i z a t io n  for
Theorem 4 o f  [M2].
Theorem 5: Suppose that  R has c h a r a c t e r is t i c  not equal to  2 and that
{ K1 : K) = 2. Suppose also tha t  N(D) = aR fo r  some a e R and that
K 1 = K ( a 1//Z) ,  I f  E = £ 2'  | i = 1 , 2 , 3 , . . . } ,  then R'j. has a f r e e ,  f i n i t e
basis over R^. I f  R 1 is a f i n i t e  R-module then R 1 has a f r e e ,  f i n i t e
basis over R. Conversely i f  R 1 has a f re e  f i n i t e  basis over R, then
N{D) is p r i n c i p a l ,  say N ( D) = aR, and K 1 = K ( a ^ ^ )  .
- 1 / 2
Proof: We f i r s t  show that  S = a R1. Let P be a maximal ideal of
R. We have observed that  d(P) = D( P ) , so D( P) = dR1p C  DR'p and 
Np( D(P)) cr aRp. By the efg- theorem, the number of  maximal ideals o f  
R' ly ing  over P in R is e i t h e r  2 or 1. I f  there are two, then n e i th e r
is ram i f ied ,  so D( P) = R'p [ZS ,303 ] .  Consequently Rp = Np( D( P)) cr
1 / 2  , , aRp cr Rp, so aRp = Rp and a R'p = R'p = D(P) .  I f  only one maximal
ideal of  R 1 l i e s  over P in R, then R'p is a va luat ion  r in g ,  and one
1 / 2can conclude from Np(D(P) C aRp that  D( P) C  a R'p. In e i th e r  case
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- 1 /2Since P is an a r b i t r a r y  maximal ideal o f  R, we have a R' c  
n p S(P) = S and D c  a 1 / 2 R ' . Since N(D) = N (a 1 / 2 R' ) ,  i t  fo l lows that  
D = a 1 / 2 R' by Lemma 2 and S = a“ 1 / 2 R1.
We use S{E),D(E) for<the complementary module and d i f f e r e n t  for  
R ' e over R£ . Then 2a , / 2  = 6 ( a 1 /2 ) e D(E) and aR^C NRI /R (D (E ) ) .
We can show th a t  D{E) c  DR1  ^ as we did for  Lemma 12, iv.  Therefore
NR ' c/ R f (D(E»  C N R ' f/ R f (DRV  ■ aR ,E and NR ' f /R c(D(E)!  -  aRE-E E  E E  E E
S i nee
-a
, . /2
1 / 2
! , RE = aRp, i t  fo l lows tha t  [ l , a ^ 2] is a basis fo r
R‘ over R,. by Theorem k,  E E '
■ 1/ 2 .Now suppose that  R' is a f i n i t e  R-module. Since S = a ' '  R'
— 1 /o
the set A = {T(aa ) \a  C R) is an in tegra l  ideal o f  R. Furthermore,  
D(P) = DR'p by Lemma 12, fo r  every maximal ideal P o f  R. Consequently 
DR'p = D(P) = d(P) = dR'p, f o r  each P, so D = d by Lemma 1,
I f  e K» then T { { x 1 4-x2 a 1 >/2 ) a " ,/,Z) = 2 x 2  and f i f x ^ + x ^ ^ 2) =
2x2 a 1 /2 . Therefore d = Aa 1 / 2 R' and aR = N(D) = N(d) = N(Aa 1 / 2 R‘ ) =
2 2 1 / 2  A aR, so A = R and A = R, Let Ot € R‘ be such tha t  1 = T(aa ) =
aa - 1 /2  (2) - 1/2 T, 1 /2  (2) , 1/2 ,-  a  a . Then a = a - a  and a + T(a) = 2a
Therefore y ( a ^ 2  + T (a ) )  e R1 and
, i ( a , / 2  + T (a ) )  
1 i ( a , / 2  -  T fa ) )
R = N(D).
By Theorem 4 ,  {1 ,  -^(a^ 2  + T ( a ) ) }  is a f re e ,  f i n i t e  basis fo r  R 1 
over R. Q.E.D.
One couid g re a t ly  improve Theorem 5 by f ind ing  a way to prove 
th a t  d =s D without  assuming th a t  R1 is a f i n i t e  R-module. I f
1 /2x ,y  e K. and 0 = x+ya e R1, then i t  fo l lows from the e q u a l i t i e s
S = a * ^ R '  and S6{0) = Fg th a t  Fg = 2yR'.  I f  fo r  every maximal
ideal P of R we could f ind  Xp.yp e R such tha t  ypR + P = R and 
1 / 2^(xp+ypa ) C R1, then i t  would fo l low  tha t  d a D.
CHAPTER IV 
THE WEIL DIFFERENT
Chapter I I  has a convolute h is t o r y .  The o r ig in a l  question was 
the e q u a l i t y  o f  the s u b d i f fe ren t  and d i f f e r e n t  fo r  the almost-  
Dedekind domains R' and R. One approach to th is  question involves 
showing th a t  D = n pD(P),  and here one apparent ly  needs to know that  
R1 is a f i n i t e  R-module. Thus the study of the f i n i t e  basis question  
was a c t u a l l y  begun to f u r t h e r  the study of  d i f f e r e n t s .  In th is  context  
the usefulness of Lemma 5 was unexpected, for  we were able to use the 
d i f f e r e n t  to obtain some answers to  the f i n i t e  basis question.
I f  R is an almost-Dedeklnd domain with quot ient  f i e l d  K and 
in tegral  closure R‘ in a f i n i t e  separable a lg e b ra ic  extension K ' /K ,  
then there  are some e a s i l y  proved re la t io n s h ip s  between the sub- 
d i f f e r e n t s  and d i f f e r e n t s  for  R' over R and R'p over Rp. We know 
that  d C f |  D(P) where P runs over a l l  maximal ideals  of  R, and we
r
can show th a t  flpD(P) C  D. For, i f  x f  f lpD(P),  then xS(P) C  R'p for  
every P, so xS = x [npS ( P ) ]  =■ Hp[x S {P ) ]  C R ' ,  and x e D . Furthermore,  
i f  R' is a f i n i t e  R-module, then we can show tha t  D C f)pD(P), and 
so D = HpD(P).  By Lemma 12 we have S(P) = SR'p for  every maximal 
ideal P o f  R. I f  x € D, then xS(P) = xSR'p c  R'p,  so x € D(P) ,  for  
every P.
I f  R is a Dedekind domain, then a maximal ideal M of R 1 is
ramif ied over R i f  and only i f  M contains the d i f f e r e n t  of  R' over
R. We cannot say as much i f  R is only almost-Dedekind; however, i f
R‘ is a f i n i t e  R-moduie and i f  M is a ramif ied  maximal ideal of  R‘ ,o
then M R* D(P ) where P = M H R, so M ^ , D _ 0 ( P) = D. o P  v o o o ’ o ' P v /
3 0 -
A new point  of  view from which to study the d i f f e r e n t  for  almost-  
Dedekind comains might prove use fu l .  One approach is suggested by 
the several d e f i n i t io n s  fo r  the d i f f e r e n t  which have been given for  
Dedeklnd domains {see [B]  fo r  re fe rence s ) ,  among them one proposed by 
Weil [W] and developed by Moriya [My]. Moriya constructed the 
" d i f f e r e n t  in the sense of -A .  Weil"  fo r  Dedeklnd domains and proved 
that  the Weil d i f f e r e n t  is the inverse o f  the complementary module.
We propose to extend the d e f i n i t i o n  o f  the Weil d i f f e r e n t  to almost-  
Dedekind domains. This d e f i n i t i o n  Is in te re s t in g ,  but I t  has y ie lded  
no new information about the re la t io n s h ip  between the d i f f e r e n t s  
D and D( P ) , contrary to our hopes.
Suppose th a t  J 1 is a r ing w ith  1 ^ 0 and tha t  is a subring
contain ing 1. Let A be a J' -module, A mapping d:J^ -* A is ca l led  a
d e r iv a t io n  from Jj into A i f  fo r  every x , y  e Jj  we have
(1) d(x+y) = dx + dy
( 2 ) d(xy) = xdy + ydx.
We can make the set ^ ( J j , A )  o f  these d er iva t io ns  into  a J'-module i f  
for  d^  , d,> e ^ (J^ ,A)  and p € J 1 we def ine (d j+d2)x  = d^x + d^x and
(pd^)x = p ( d j x ) ,  fo r  every x € J j .  Let J be a subring of  Jj  conta ining
1; then the set ^ ( j p J , A )  = {d e ^ ( j j , A ) | d x  = 0 fo r  every x e J) is 
a J 1-submodule of  .0 ( j j , A ) .
Now l e t  J be an i n t e g r a l l y  closed domain with  1 £ 0 and quotient  
f i e l d  F, and l e t  J'  be the in tegra l  c losure of J in a f i n i t e  separable  
a lgebra ic  extension F ' / F .
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Lemma 13: Let 0 c J 1 have monic minimal polynomial f ( x )  e J [ x ]  over
K, and le t  B be an ideal o f  J 1, I f  \  e R1, then f 1 {0 )X  = 0 (mod B) 
i f  and only i f  there ex is ts  a d e r iv a t io n  d c J  ( j [ 0 ] ,  J,  J 1 / B) such 
th a t  d0  = X .
Proof: Suppose that  f ' { 0 ) X  = 0 (mod B ) . i f  g(x) e J [ x ] ,  then we
def ine dg{0) to be g ' ( 0 ) X  e J ' /B .  To show that  d is a funct ion ,  suppose 
tha t  g j (x )  e J [ x ]  and g^(0) = g ( 0 ) . Then there  e x is ts  a polynomial  
q(x) e J [x ]  such tha t  g (x ) -g ^ (x )  = f ( x ) q ( x )  [ZS ,260 ] .  Using the 
propert ies  of  formal d e r iv a t iv e s  of polynomials [vdW,63],  we see tha t  
g 1 (x) -g j 1 (x) = f 1 ( x) q(x) + f  (x)  q 1 (x)  , so (g'  ( 0 ) - g ] 1 ( 0 ) ) X  = f '  ( 0 )q (0 ) X  = 0 . 
I t  a lso fo l lows from those propert ies  tha t  d is a d e r iv a t io n ,  and i t  
is c le a r  tha t  dr = 0 i f  r e J, The converse fo l lows since d f (0 )  = 
f  * (0)  d0 for  every d e - £ (J [0 ] ,  J , J ' / B ) .  Q..E.D,
I f  J is a r ing  and i f  A is a J-module, then we w r i t e  jfcj(A) <  »  
in case A has a composition s e r ie s ,  and we use -£j(A) to  denote the 
length of a composition ser ies  [ZS ,159 ] .  Henceforth R w i l l  be an 
almost-Dedekind domain with quot ient  f i e l d  K and R1 w i l l  be the in tegra l  
closure of R in a f i n i t e  separable a lgebra ic  extension K ' /K .
Lemma 14: Suppose tha t  R is a rank-one d iscre te  va lua t ion  r ing  and
th a t  M is a maximal ideal of R‘ . Let 0 € R1 be such that  K1 = K ( 0 ) ,
and l e t  f ( x )  e R[x]  be the monic minimal polynomial f o r  0 in K [x ] .
I f  s is any natural  number, then .0(R[03, Rj R ' /MS) is R1- isomorphic 
to R ' / (M S + f 1 ( 0 ) R1) and A ^ ( R [ 0 ] ,  R, R ' /H S) <  «  ._ K L
Proo f : We have M + f 1 ( 0 ) R1 = M fo r  some b £ s. Choose XQ f  R1 so
th a t  XqR' = Hs - b . Then f ' ( 0 ) X o = 0 (mod MS) , so
there ex is ts  a d e r iv a t io n  dQ e ^ ( R [ 0 ] ,  R, R ' /H S) ,  Then d0 = X for  some
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A € R1 . By Lemma 13 we have f 1 (0) A s o(mod MS) , so AH*5 c  MS and
__L
A e M = AoR‘ . I f  A = X j i  and i f  we set ^j(ju) = fJtd^ then ip is an 
R’ -homomorphism from R' onto .£(R[0 ],  R, R ' /H S) with kernel
C R1 |pA0  <= MS} = Mb = Hs + f 1 ( e )R ' .  H.E.D.
Lemma 15: Let R be a rank-one d iscre te  va luat ion  r ing  and l e t  Rj be
a r ing between R and R ' .  Let M be a maximal ideal o f  R 1 and l e t  
s ^ t  be natural  numbers. Then there is an R1-homomorphism from 
^ ( R j , R^  R'/M*") Into  j?(R  ^ , R, R ' / H S) .  Furthermore i R1-5(R^ , R ,R ' /H t ) £ 
JeR1^ ( R ] ,R ,R V M S) .
Proof: Choose AQ so tha t  MS t  = AQR ' .  Pick d e .R^R' /m"*") ;
for  every x e R, there  e x is ts  an element A e R1 such tha t
I X
dx = A € R’ /M * .  I f  A . A ' € R' and A = A ' (mod H*) , then
X X X  X X
K K ' S K K '  ( mod mS) . 5 0  we have a funct ion  D:R. -* R ' /M 5  def ined by
O X O X  I
s e t t in g  Dx = A A € R ' /MS. This mapping is a d e r iv a t io n  and we have
O X
Dx = 0 i f  and only i f  dx = 0. The correspondence which pa i rs  d w ith  
D is the desired isomorphism. Q.E.D,
Lemma 16: Let R be a rank-one d is c re te  va lua t ion  r ing  and l e t  M be
a maximal ideal of  R1. W r i te  ^  = ^ { R 1 ,R ,R ' /M S) fo r  each natural  
number s. Then ^ i - ^ s < 03 fo r  each natura l  number s, and fo r  suf ­
f i c i e n t l y  large s,  ZD, £  ' s constant.
K S
n
Proof: We know th a t  there  e x is t  0 , .......... 0 € R1 such th a t  R1 = L .  _,R0..---------- I n  i = l i
I f  d € l e t  d. be the induced d e r iv a t io n  d|^[-g -&{R[0|] ,  R .R ' /M 5)
' n s
f 8 r each i .  Then there is an RLhomomorphism IL _ |  ^(rCO.J^R.R'/M )
(where ’T I 11 denotes the Cartes ian product) defined by s e t t in g  
Y(d) = ( d j , . . . , d n) .  The kernel of ¥ is the zero-submodule since,
3*+
n n
i f  x e R1 and x = E. , x . 9 .  fo r  some x. e R, '-hen dx = E. , x . d . 0 .i=l  i i i ’ i=l i i i
fo r  each d e Thus J. i s  R1 -  isomorphic to a submodule of
n . _ 1 ^ ( R [ 0 j ] ,  R ,R ' /M S) ,  By Lemma 14, each fa c to r  of
n ^ ^ R C e . J . R . R ' / M 5) has a composition se r ie s ,  so the same is true
for  every submodule o f  the product and hence fo r
To show tha t  ' s even tu a l ly  constant,  denote the M-adic
va lua t ion  by vm and w r i t e  t .  = vm( f . ' { 0 . ) ) ,  t  = m a x { t t  ] , where
f . { x )  e R[x]  is the monic minimal polynomial for  0.  in K [x ] ,  I f
1 t . 1
k ^ 0 , then Mt+k+ f . V ( 0 . ) R ‘ = M ' fo r  each i ,  and
i RI ^ ( R [ 0 j ] ,  R, R ' /Mt+ k ) o Ar i  [R ‘ / ( M t+k+ f  j 1 Ce.JR1) ]  = \ , ( R ' / M  ’ ) = t . .
For every k s 0  we have i R(I I . ^  ^(RCQj],  R, R ' /Mt+k) = E j " |  f j  [ZS ,164] .
This sum is an upper bound for j£ri - t^ + |< since <s R1-isomorphic to
n  f  j , i>
a submodule o f  n ._ j  -# (R [0 . ] ,  R, R' /M ) .  Since i RI >s an
increasing funct ion  o f  k by Lemma 15, i ts  values must be constant
fo r  large k. Q..E.D,
Lemma 17: Let R be any almost-Dedekind domain and l e t  P be a maximal
ideal of  R. I f  M is a maximal ideal o f  R1 l y in g  over P and i f  s is
a natural  number, then ^Rl ^ {R 1 p ,Rp/ i 1 p/ (M R 'p) S) = ^R|^(R '  ,R ,R ' /M S) .
Proof: Write  ^ (P j  = ^ ( R 1 p,RpR'p/ (M R 'p) S) and A  = ^ (R ' ,R ,R ' /M S) . We
denote cosets of  R1 p /  (HR1 p) S by "[Dp11 and-cose t s - o f  R ' /MS'£>y
Every coset o f  R' p/ (M R 1 p ) S contains an element o f  R1, so i f  D e ^(P)
and a e R' , then Da = [X L  f o r  some X € R ' . Since (MR1 ) S (1 R' =CL P a  r
Ms , there is a funct ion p:.£(P) -♦ &  defined by s e t t in g  [<p(D)]a = [X^]  
for  a  € R1. The funct ion <p is a group homomorphism, and i f  p e R1
and D e ^(P) , we have <p(pD) = pp(D).  Suppose D € -0(P) and <p(D) = 0;
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i f  CL € R‘ and m e R\P and. D(am" *) = m_1^ G!^p for  some \  € R' » then
[X^] = [ o ] .  Therefore D = 0,  and <p is an isomorphism. To show that
the range o f  tp is Jfr, suppose d e A  We def ine a d e r iva t io n  D € ^(P)
such th a t  d = ip(D) in th is  way: i f  a  f  R 1 and da = [X^] for e R1 ,
then set D{am ' )  = m [X ] n for  any m e R\P.
a  *
We prove Lemma 17 by showing that  <p induces a one-to-one  
inc ius ion-preserv ing  correspondence between R1 p-submodules of  iKP)  
and R 1 -submodu1es of  Jfr. I f  G is a submodule of  ^ ( P ) , then <p(G) Is
a subgroup of I f  D e ^ (P)  and p e R1, then pp(D) = <p(pD) e
<p(G), so ^(G) is a submodule of  3 .
I f  G is a subset of  ^ (P)  and i f  <p(G) is a submodule of then G
is a subgroup o f  3 ( P ) . Let D c G and p € R1, m e  R\P. Choose
5 " 1iHj C R so th a t  mm^ = 1 (mod M ) .  Then tp(pm D) = <p(prrijD) = pmj<p(D)e<p(G) ,
-1 -1 *so pm D e (p ip(G) = G. Therefore G is a submodule o f  & ( P ) . 0.. E.D.
Let M be a maximal ideal of  R1 and denote by vv. the constantM
value of  X^JKR 1 .R jR ' /M 5) fo r  large s.  I f  R is a Dedekind domain,
i t  is shown in [My] that  only f i n i t e l y  many of the are non-zero,
w
and the Weil d i f f e r e n t  is def ined as IT , n M M( " n "  denoting id e a l -
n w
m u l t i p l i c a t i o n ) .  This product is equal to  ^ qM ^ [ZS ,177] .  I f
M
R is almost-Dedekind, we can def ine the Weil d i f f e r e n t  fo r  R 1 over 
wM
R as M , where M runs over the maximal ideals o f  R1.
I f  P Is a maximal ideal of R, then w  ^ is also the constant
value o f  Xp, iK R 'p ,  Rp , R1 p/(MRr p ) S) fo r  large s by Lemma 17.
P
I f  D^(P) denotes the Weil d i f f e r e n t  f o r  R'p over Rp, then
w
DW(P) = Hppp = p(MR'p) M. I t  is shown in [My ] th a t  DW(P) = D(P) .
Since (MR'p) ^ fl R' = M M, we see that  HpDy(P) = D^, where P runs 
over the maximal ideals o f  R. Consequently DpD(P) = D^, and from 
the remarks at  the beginning of  the chapter,  we see that  d C Dy C D
chapter V 
PRIME DECOMPOSITION
In th is  chapter we g e n e ra l i z e  some work of Hecke in [H, § 3 9 ] .
We take a rank-one d iscre te  va lu a t io n  r ing  R which contains a zero
C *  1 o f  xP- l  , where p is a f i x e d  prime number. Of course R cannot
have c h a r a c t e r is t i c  p, so xp- l  has ' a s  d i s t i n c t  zeros.
We denote by K the quotient  f i e l d  of R and by R1 the in tegra l  closure
of  R in K ( / i '^P) where (j f  R has no p - th  root  in K. The zeros
• • ■. CP~ V ,//p of  xP"M a l 1  1Ie in Kt/L* 1 ^ P) , so the extension
K(^i'^P) / K  is normal and separable.  I f  ( K i l l ^P) : K) = m, then f i ^ P
has m d i s t i n c t  conjugates among V ' ^ P > and j*m^ P e K
since is a m u l t ip le  in K o f  the product of  those conjugates.
I f  m <  p, then (m,p) = 1 and / i ' ^ P e K. So (K(^L*^^P) : K) = p and the
conjugates of ju'^P are , Q l   i f  I f  we def ine
a i ^ ^ P) =^ =o a | 0 i 1 / p , f o r  a.  e K, then <p is a r e l a t i v e
isomorph i sm o f  K(/u'^P) /K  [vd W ,1 2 l ] ,  The p i somorph i sms , j = 0 , . , .  , p - 1
1 /p
c o n s t i tu te  the Galo is group o f  K(jU ) /K .
I f  a,  b are in tegers,  n e i th e r  d i v i s i b l e  by p, we show that  
( l - ^ j R  = ( l - S ^ jR .  Choose c e 2 so tha t  ac s  b(mod p ) , Then
s b =  t f c , so o - e b ) / ( i - e a ) =  i +  f  +  c 2 9  + . . . +  c ( c _ , ) a  e r .
Q bLikewise ( l - £  ) / ( l - £  ) f  R, and the asser t ion  fo l lows.  As a consequence,
0 -  1
i f  we l e t  x = I on both ends o f  IXj_^ ( x - £ l ) = (xP- l ) / ( x - l )  = 
xP ' + xp  ^ + . . . +  1 , we can conclude tha t  ( l - £ ) P = P^*
I f  P is the maximal ideal  o f  R, we denote the P-adic  va luat ion  
by v.  For a maximal ideal M o f  R1, we denote the M-adic va luat ion
*>y v
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Lemma 18: I f  jS e K, ) 8  £ 0,  and £ e R, then a  = has
f (x )  = (x+ ££ )P-/3P^  as monic minimal polynomial in K [x ] ,  and
N(a) = (- jS)P(£p-jj ) . I f  v(ju) = 0  and a = v ( l - C )  > 0 , i f  0  < j  ^ ap+ 1
and n = £P(mod PJ ) , and i f  v(jSP) £ - j  , then f ( x )  c R [x ] ,  so a  e R' .
Proof: I t  is c lea r  tha t  f ( x )  is the monic minimal polynomial for
a  in lyx],  and so ( - i ) PN(o) is the constant term of  f ( x ) . We have 
f (x )  = xp + p(j8 £)xP 1 + . . . +  p(/5£)P 1 x + j3p (£p- ^ ) .  Suppose a i l  the
hypotheses hold. We can see that  v{j9) £ -a  and v(£)  = 0,  so for
i = l ............p- 1  we have v ( p ( 0 £) ') = v ( l - C ) P“ 1) + v(yS')  ^ a { p - l ) - a U  0 .
Q.E.D.
In Lemmas 19, 20, and 21 we w i l l  make frequent use of the e fg -
theorem. Every maximal ideal o f  R 1 l i e s  over P in R, I f  M .  M
* 9
are the maximal idea ls  of  R1, i f  PR1 = ) e and
* y
f = ( R ' / M . : R/P) for  each i ,  then efg = p. Therefore e > 1 -» PR'=(M^)e ,
and f  >  1 -  PR1 = M. , and g > 1 -  PR1 = .
1 1 9
Lemma 19: Let v(^t) = m. I f  p |  m, then PR1 is the p - th  power o f  a
maximal ideal of  R1.
Proof: Choose integers b, c so tha t  mb + pc = 1, Pick n e P\P^ and set
V = jU^ TT*50, Then K(ju1y/p) = K (y '^ P) and P = i/ft since v(y) = 1.
Let M be a maximal ideal o f  R1. Then v ^ ( v ^ P) = (1 /p)v^{l-') > 0 ,  so 
M ^  ^PR 1 and Mp => ( y ^ PR ' ) P = l^ RI = RR1* BY the efg-theorem  
PR' = Mp . Q.E.D.
Lemma 20. Suppose v(/u) = 0 and p i  P. Then PR1 is the product o f  p 
d i s t in c t  maximal ideals  o f  R‘ i f  the congruence xp = /tffmod P) has
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a so lu t ion  in R. However, i f  the congruence has no so lu t ion  in R, 
then PR1 Is a maximal ideal of  R and R ' /P R 1 is separable over R/P.
1 /oProof: Suppose tha t  P = R and fi = £p (mod P ) . Let a  ~ jU -
1 f  <p i s the r e l a t i v e  isomorphism of  K ( / j ^ P) / K  which sends / i ^ P to 
5u1 / p , then cp(PR') = PR' , so N(PR‘ + aR 1) « K (1 11.^ <p'(PR' + aR ')  =
K fl (PQ. + N{a)R‘ ) ,  where Q is some ideal o f  R1. Since N(a) =
H ) P(£P-/i ) f  P, we have PQ + N(a )R 1 <= PR1 and N(PR' + a R 1) =  P, 
so PR' + aR 1 is a proper ideal o f  R1, and PR* + p ( a ) R 3 is a proper
ideal o f  R1. Now (1~C)P ^ p since p  ^ P and so ( l - £ ) p/i /  P,
However ( l - £ ) P /U = ((1  ~0 M P) P C (PR1 ' aR ' )  + (PR1 +<p(of)R') ,  so 
PR1 + aR 1 and PR1 + <p(a)R' are comaximal. Therefore g > 1 in the 
efg-theorem and PR' fac tors  into  p d i s t in c t  maximal idea ls .
Suppose th a t  xp = f i (mod P) has no so lu t ion  in R. Then 
f  >  ] ,  so PR1 is a maximal ideal o f  R 1 by the efg-theorem. In 
f a c t ,  (R ‘ /P R 1 ; R/P) = p, but p if P implies that  the c h a r a c t e r is t i c  
of R/P is d i f f e r e n t  from Therefore R ' /PR 3 . is separable-.over R/P,
Q.E.D.
Lemma 21: Suppose v(y)  = 0 and p e P; I f  a = v ( l - C ) , then a > 0,
I f  xP = /i(mod paP+ )^ has a so lu t ion  in R, then PR1 is the product  
of  p d i s t i n c t  maximal ideals  o f  R1, and the congruence xp= /i(mod P-*) 
is solvable  fo r  every j .  I f  there  ex is ts  a maximum k among the 
integers j  such th a t  xP = /i(mod PJ) has a s o lu t io n ,  then k ^ ap.
(By k= 0 we mean th a t  xp = jj(mod P) has no so lu t ion  In R.) I f  
p^k, then PR' is the p - th  power o f  a maximal idea l .  I f . k  = bp f or  
some integer b,  then PR1 is a maxima], ideal andrRt/RR ' 1 is separable
over R/P i f  and only i f  a = b,
Proof: Suppose that  £ £ R and tha t  fj, = £p (mod P3p+^),  Choose
|3 f  K so that  v(/3) = - a .  I f  x = £ ( / i ^ P-  £) , then Ot £ Rl by Lemma 18.
Let M = PR' + a R ' .  I f  tp is the r e l a t i v e  i somorph i sm wh i ch sends
M, /P  to  0 i 1 /p , then N(M) = K f l  n . ^  <p' [PR ‘ + a R ' ]  = K fl[PQ + N(a)R' 3,
where Q. is some ideal of  R1. By Lemma 18, we have N(a) => (~/8)P(4P“ju)c P
so PQ. + N (a)R ‘ C PR' and N(M) C p. Therefore M is a proper ideal of
Rl , and each PR1 + <p'(aR') is a proper ideal o f  R ' . Now /3Pj i(  1 ~C)P & P
since v(jSpju ( l~C)p) => 0,  but /Jpj u ( l “ t ) P £ (PR1 + aR 1) + (PR1 + ^ ( a ) R 1) .
Therefore PR1 l i e s  in two comaximal ideals of R1, so g >  1 in the
efg-theorem and PR1 is the product of  p d is t in c t  maximal ideals .
Now suppose that  PR1 is the product of  p d i s t in c t  maximal ideals
of R1. I f  it £ P\P^, then T £ fo r  otherwise PR1 C H p
v i o l a t i n g  the efg-theorem. The induction argument fo r  Lemma 7 can
be used to show that  there  e x is t  r , r , , . . . , r .  , £ R such t h a t ,  i fo ’ 1 * i - l
* 1I  = E j _ 0 r . f f 1, then y 1/p s  £(mod Mj J") , and s o ^  p = ( - 1 ) PN(#1 */ p - ^  )
£ N (M ^)  C pj , Therefore JU s £ P(mod P^) .
I f  there is a maximum k among the integers j  such tha t  the 
congruence xP = jj(mod P^) is solvable  in R,  then k ^ ap. We have 
j u s t  seen that  g = 1 in the efg-theorem, so R' has a s ingle  maximal 
ideal M. Suppose th a t  p does not f a c to r  k and l e t  k = qp+r where 
0 <  r <  p. Choose £ £ R so tha t  fA = £p(mod P^) and /J e K so tha t  
v(/?) = -q .  I f  a  = £ -  £) , then (x £ R 1 by Lemma 18. However 
i f  Of € PR1, then N(q/) £ N( PR1) = PP, and p £ v ( N(or) ) -~  v ( ( - £ ) P( j j -£P) ) = r
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a con trad ic t io n .  Therefore PR1 <  PR1 + a R ' .  Since v{N (a ) )  > 0  we 
see as before that  N(PR' + aR 1) <  R, so PR' + aR 1 ^  M. Therefore PR'
is properly  contained In the maximal ideal H, so e >  1 in the e fg -
theorem and PR' = Mp .
Now suppose that  k = bq. I f  b >  0,  choose £ e R so that  
Ii = £P(mod P^ ) ; i f  b = 0 , l e t  £ = 0. Choose ft e K so tha t  v(ft) = -b 
and l e t  a  = f t ( f i ^ P- £ ) . Then a  € R1 by Lemma 18. Suppose that  
a  = tt| (mod M) for  some a^ e R. Since a  -  C M, we have N(a- 0 ^)
C N(M) c  p. The minimal monic polynomial for  a-a!| in K[x]  is
g(x) = (x+a:1 +/34)P -  ftPft, so by c a lc u la t in g  the constant term we f ind
that  N(a-ai j)  = ( - l ) P( ( a ]+ft$)P-/3Pt * } , Therefore 1 s; v(N(o'-Od1) )  = 
v ( ( a ^+ f t& P -  ftPfi) = v(ftP{cL^ ft 5+ £ ) P -  n)  and 1 + bp ^ v( (od^ *+4)P-ju). 
Since a ^ tft  ^ e R, t h i s  in eq u a l i ty  contrad ic ts  the maximal ity o f  k. 
Therefore no such e x is ts  and (R ' /M:R/P)  > 1 .  By the efg-theorem,  
we have (R ' /M:R/P)  = p and PR1 = M. There are no f i e l d s  properly  
between R' /M and R/P, so R' /M = R /P (a ) .  We want to  show that  th is  
extension is separable i f  and only i f  a = b. I f  g(x) is the 
natural  image o f  g(x) in [ R / P ] [ x ] ,  then g{x) is the monic minimal 
polynomial for  a .  Therefore the conjugates of  cl over R/P are a ,
<p(a) , . . .  ,<pP  ^ (<p) where (p is the r e l a t i v e  isomorphism which sends 
} l ^ P to  i *U^P- The fo l lowing statements are equiva lent:
 R’ /M is separable over R/P.
 a  ^ ^(<*) (;r.od M; .
 /3>i1 /p * ( I -C) ^ 0 (mod M).
 /3P^ ( 1 - £ ) P ^ 0 (mod M) .
 0 = v(/SpW( 1-C)P) .
 o = ( a -b )p .  Q.E.D.
Now suppose that  R is an almost-Dedekind domain with quotient
f i e l d  K. Suppose that  R contains a zero £ /  1 of  xp- l  and an element
y  which has no p- th  root in K. Let P be a maximal ideal of R. Denote
2
the P-adic  va luat ion  by Vp and w r i te  m = Vp(fi) . I f  IT € P\P and 
V = ff then Vp (iv) = 0 ,  v  e Rp and K ( l ^ P) = K ( / j ^ P) . Tor any 
natural number j ,  we show that  the congruence xP s /i(mod is
solvable in R i f  and only i f  xp = t'fmod { P R p ) ) is solvable in Rp .
I f  £ € R and s ^{mod P™4"-^ ) t then JU_£P C Pm+_* and (j f  P™ implies
that  £P e P Therefore vp{£) ^  m/p, so m/fp € Rp and v = ( | f f  ^P) P
h •
(mod(PRp)-1) . Conversely i f  £ £ Rp and i> = £p(mod (PRp)^),  then we
can assume th a t  f  e R since Rp/fPRp)^ is n a tu r a l ly  isomorphic to  R/P-1.
Then = (£ff ^ ) p (mod (PRp)"14^ )  and since ( PRp) rn+J H R = P01*-* , we 
have n  = ( 4 ?rm^ P) P(mod P1^ )  .
I f  R' is the in tegra l  closure o f  R in K (^ '^ p) , then the prime 
fa c t o r i z a t io n s  of PR* and of (PRp) R ' p are the same type. Retaining  
our assumptions and conventions about the almost-Dedekind domain R, 
we have:
Theorem 6 : Let e,  f ,  g be as in the efg-theorem.
( 1 ) I f  p^ frn, then e=p.
( 2 ) I f  p| m and p jf P, then g=p i f  the congruence xP =jti{mod Pm4" )^
has a so lu t ion  in R. I f  the congruence is not solvable  in R, then 
f=p, and R/PR' is separable over R/P.
( 3 ) I f  p | m and p (  P,  then a >  0  where a = V p ( l - £ ) .  I f  
xP = (U(mod p?TH'aP+ )^ has a s o lu t io n  in R, then g=p and 
xP = ^(mod P™*^) is solvable fo r  every natura l  number j .  I f  
is a maximum k among the integers j  such th a t  >,P = ju(mod Pm+-^ 
is solvable  in R, then k ^ ap. I f  p,|k, then e = p , .  I f  p* k, 
f=p and R ' /PR 1 is separable over i f  and only i f  a = k /p .
there
)
then
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